Chengdu (P.R. China), 2017
The University of Sichuan, The Business School
Third IASCYS international meeting in Chengdu

Research Development and Education of Systems Science and Cybernetics

20 October 2017 (Friday)

09:00-14:00 Chengdu, The Temple of the Marquis of Wu (An Ancient Chengdu History) and its great park of bonsais. Chinese Lunch at the famous Jinli Street

16:00-18:00 Formal Registration

18:30- Welcome Dinner at the University Guest Hall

21 October 2017 (Saturday)

09:00-09:30 Opening ceremony
Chair: Pierre Bricage, IASCYS Secretary General,
Reception of the Academicians and presentation of the Sichuan University leaders.
Conference Address by Professor Shijing Yan,
Vice-President of the Sichuan University.
Video: “The Spirit of the Sichuan University”.
Talk by Professor Stuart Umpleby,
President of the International Academy for Systems and Cybernetic Sciences

09:30-10:00 Group photos and Tea Break

10:00-12:00 Plenary Speeches. Chair: Professor Ockie Bosch, IASCYS Vice-President
Stuart Umpleby
- Third order cybernetics as the Evolution of Society.
Shouyang Wang Vice-President of the Academy of Mathematics and Systems Science,
The Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing
- The TEI@I Methodology for economic system studies.
Philip Chen Chair Professor, Faculty of Science and Technology Dean, the University of Macau
- Broad learning:
An effective and efficient incremental learning without the need for deep structure.
Matjaz Mulej IASCYS Vice-President
- Systemic Behavior instead of one-sidedness specialty. Bridge between Specialists.

12:00-13:00 Lunch Break at Conference Venue.

13:00-15:00 Plenary Speeches. Chair: Professor Jifa Gu, IASCYS Vice-President
Ockie Bosch
- Systems education: addressing the critical need for a New Way of Thinking in dealing with Complex issues facing our societies.
Pierre Bricage
- Education for Sustainability: Lessons from Living Systems Governance.
Sören Brier - Can Cybersemiotics solve the problem of informational transdisciplinarity?
Zhengru Di Dean of the School of Systems Science, the Beijing Normal University
- Education of Systems Science in China.
15:00-15:30  Tea Break
15:30-17:30  Plenary Speeches. Chair: Professor Stuart Umpleby, IASCYS President
Bertrand Roehner
- Education and Econophysics in China. Online presentation.
Pille Bunnell
- The Adaptive Cycle, Complexity and Resilience.
Thomas Fischer
- A Theory of Enquiry and its Application in Design PhD Supervision.
Stuart Umpleby
- Closing remarks
18:30-     Gala Dinner at the Kehuayuan Restaurant
20:30-     IASCYS EC round table: discussion about IASCYS going ahead.

22 October 2017 (Sunday)
08:30-     Scientific, Arts and Humanities day
            Chairs: Professors Zongmin Li and Xiaoping Li
            - Visit of the Museum of the History of The Sichuan University.
            - Bus trip toward Anren Town, Dayi County, Sichuan Province
            - Friendship Lunch at the Jianchuan famous restaurant
            - Visit of the Jianchuan Museum Cluster, the largest museum cluster in China.
            This 15 museums cluster is the showcase of the China's largest private collection of artifacts
            amassed since World War II. It is organized by 4 major themes: the second Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945), the
            'Red era', the Wenchuan earthquake, and Chinese Folklore & Culture.
18:30-     Friendship Dinner at Longchaoshou 龙抄手, the Sichuan most famous restaurant.

23 October 2017 (Monday)
08:30-     Tourism and shopping not formal day
            by your own or with the help your guides
the morning - The Yongling Mausoleum or the Du Fu's Thatched Cottage or the Wenshu Monastery
at noon    - Lunch at The 'No Taste Restaurant' with your guides.
the afternoon - Trip in Chengdu by the Metro Lines.
               - Going to the Width Alley for shopping and to see a Sichuan Chinese Opera Exhibition.
               - Going to the Airport by taxis or the Metro.